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ABOUT THE COVERS_
Front - Researchers are searching for ways
to vent contaminants from indoor environ-
ments. Maladies such as runny noses, watery
eyes, scratchy throats, headaches, nausea,
fatigue, decreased attention span, allergies
and, sometimes, fatal asthma attacks can
strike the occupants of "sick buildings." The
culprits of the health problems generally
are improper designs; inadequate heating,
ventilating and air conditioning systems;
chemical problems with building materials;
and microbes. (See cover story Page 8.)
(Photo by Artie immer)

Inside Front -Artist Glenna Goodacre is
passionate about the virtue of public art
endeavors. She is the creator of the
Vietnam Women's Memorial, the heroic
bronze in Washington, D.C., that honors
the American women of the Vietnam War.
Texas Tech University recognized the
Lubbock native's contributions recently by
bestowing upon her an honorary docto-
rate. She is with her sculpture, "Tug O'
War," outside the Texas Tech Museum.
(See feature Page 28.) (Photo by Artie
Limmer)
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Texas Tech's Launch into the 21st Century, by John T. Montford, J.D.
The new chancellor predicts that Texas Tech University and Texas Tech

University Health Sciences Center will project themselves into the 21st century
as two of the most exciting institutions of higher education with a blueprint
for sustained success. 6

COVER STORY
Sick Buildings: The Indoors that Augment Our Ills, by Preston Lewis

Indoor air quality may well be one of the most serious - and least

understood - health problems facing industrialized nations. A combina-
tion of building design, materials and maintenance complicated by fungal

and biochemical factors often make building occupants sick. Researchers
are finding ways to give fresh air to sick buildings. 8

FEATURES
Poise Among the Arts, by Steve Kauffman

Graduates of Texas Tech University's unique fine arts doctoral program

enter the work force as true renaissance artists and administrators who
visualize the arts as broad, interdisciplinary efforts. 14

Spinning a New Image, by Sandra Pulley
Giving rural patients access to modem medical care, Glenn Roberson,
M.D., and a team of specialists are designing computer systems that can
receive radiology test results from rural hospitals across the nation. 18

The Colors of Texas, by Charles Griffin
A historian learns the value of embracing diversity and embarks on a career
as one of Texas' most notable scholars in black history. 24

Glenna Goodacre's Defining Moments, by Kippra D. Hopper
The sculptor of the heroic bronze monument dedicated to the American
women of the Vietnam War in Washington, D.C., is recognized by Texas
Tech University with an honorary doctorate. In her 25 years as an artist,
Glenna Goodacre has created considerable pieces, and many works of
public art. 28
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A Loss of Words, by Carole J. Young, M.S.

Scholarly publishers must take care to preserve valuable changes made in
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A Glance at Research and Creativity

The Road to Anywhere: Paved with Ash
Coal. Every week power

plants across Texas burn coal
to generate electricity pro-
ducing a mountain of fly ash
as a by-product. A rough esti-
mate indicates that nationally,
50 million tons of fly ash are
generated every year, yet only
about 15 to 20 percent of this
is being used beneficially.
The remaining 80 to 85 per-
cent of the ash must be bur-
ied in landfills. That equals
enough fly ash to fill 16,000
acre-feet of landfill space.

For years the ash has been
buried in landfills around the
Panhandle. However, now
the fly ash is being used as a
base material in the construc-
tion of city streets and park-
ing lots. By recycling the left-
overs of coal, construction
crews are building roads
without the need of hauling
in expensive road base aggre-
gates. And power plants are
saving money because they
don't have to bury the ash.

Researchers in Texas Tech
University's department of
civil engineering are working
with the Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT) to
develop standards for the use
of hydrated fly ash as a road-
base material in the building
of state road projects. A
research team made up of
Phil Nash, senior researcher;
P.W Jayawickrama, Ph.D.,
assistant professor; John Bor-
relli, Ph.D., professor; and S.P.
Senadheera, research asso-
ciate, has been evaluating the
strength and durability char-
acteristics of the hydrated fly
ash to determine how it
should be used and whether
it can hold up over time.

Based on these test results,
the researchers have con-
cluded that hydrated fly ash
meets the necessary strength
requirements as outlined by

2 V I S T A S Texas Tech Research

TxDOT However, observa-
tions on durability are incon-
clusive because the material
has not been used on many
highway projects. In the past,
fly ash has been used on an
experimental basis in the
construction of parking lots
and service roads and cur-
rently is being used as a road-
base in the reconstruction of
a farm-to-market road near
Canyon.

In the construction of park-
ing lots and service roads, the
use of hydrated fly ash has
been successful. Texas Tech
researchers have found that
the material can provide very

satisfactory service in the
long run. In fact, parking lots
built in the Amarillo area
with hydrated fly ash have
lasted more than 15 years.

"Historically this material
has been sold to oil compan-
ies to be used for oil field
roads," said Jayawickrama. "It
has performed very satisfac-
torily, but what we need to
do is find the optimum water
content and curing time."

Before the fly ash can be
used as an aggregate base it
must go through a number of
steps of preparation called
hydration. First, the ash is col-
lected at the power plant and

i r I
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taken to a large pit where it is
mixed with water. After three
to eight weeks of curing, the
soupy ash hardens due to
chemical hydration, much
like concrete becomes hard
after drying. However once
the fly ash has hardened, it is
mined and prepared for use
as a construction aggregate.

At the construction site the
fly ash undergoes more
hydration. During construc-
tion of a road or parking lot,
the hydrated fly ash is placed
in layers and is compacted.
During this process more
water is added to the fly ash
aggregate causing it to re-
hydrate and gain further
strength.

Texas Tech researchers are
seeking to learn how much
moisture is required during
initial hydration to achieve
the highest strength and den-

sity. In other words, engi-
neers need to know how
much water should be mixed
with the fly ash to achieve the
best road base. In laboratory
tests a 20 percent hydration
moisture content has pro-
vided the best compressive
strength.

"We know that the process
that takes place in fly ash is
very similar to Portland
cement," said Senadheera.
"With added moisture, fly ash
forms certain compounds
that give it certain strength
characteristics."

Hydrated fly ash does pres-
ent an occasional problem.
Researchers have found that

Researchers are investigating the
use of a byproduct of burned
coal, fly ash, as a roadbase mate-
rial. Two civil engineering
faculty members working with
the Texas Department of Trans-
portation are P WJayawickrama
(left) and S.P Senadheera.



CAUTION
during hydration a white
crystal-like structure can form
on the surface of the ash. The
chemical makeup of this crys-
tal is still unknown, but
researchers speculate it
causes problems when the
ash is used as a roadbase
material. In the field,
researchers have found that
occasionally fly ash fails to
bond with the asphalt aggre-
gates used on top of the ash
in road building. Researchers
now believe the white crys-
tals may prevent the ash from
providing a tight bond with
the asphalt.

"Fly ash is very sensitive to
exposure elements and we
need to know how to control
the humidity," said Senad-
heera. "Some of the prob-
lems we have seen in seal
coats indicates a lack of
bonding. However if you
keep the fly ash moist
enough you can eliminate
many problems."

Because the research is
aimed at encouraging the use
of a new roadbase material,
the researchers have created
a videotape to help educate
engineers and contractors on
the use of the recycled ash.
The videotape and the final
results of the Texas Tech
study have been sent to
TxDOT for review by other
engineers in Texas and across
the nation. Funding for the
project was made possible by
TxDOT and the Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Com-
mission.

Overall, researchers say
their findings are very preli-
minary. They still want to
learn how and why the fly
ash hydrates and hardens.
The answer to this question
could lead to further applica-
tions of the material, or at the
very least, improve how civil
engineers use this new-found
construction material.

- Michael Sommermeyer

RADIOACTIVE
MATERIALS

Radioactive Fallout
'After five decades of

frantically creating

enough plutonium to

build more bombs and

missiles than the Soviet

Union, the United States

government finds itself

with no plan for long-

term disposal of the

deadly substance. With a

half-life approaching

25,000 years, the

unwanted plutonium

will certainly be the most

enduring legacy of the

Cold War. "

-Dallas Morning News,
July 19, 1992

Researchers across Texas
are laboring for a solution to
the aging problem of how to
safely store and utilize pluto-
nium during times of peace.
Scholars at Texas Tech Uni-
versity are collaborating with
peers from the University of
Texas and Texas A&M Univer-
sity to educate a society of
Cold War veterans about plut-
onium, its possible uses and
its impact on the environ-
ment.

Plutonium is a radioactive
element created within
nuclear reactors by irradiating
natural uranium with neu-
trons. The element, a funda-
mental building block of
weapons capable of leveling
entire cities, is stored on the
High Plains of Texas at the
Pantex nuclear weapons
facility.

Pantex, located in Carson
County near Amarillo, has
been shrouded in mystery

since its inception as a con-
ventional weapons factory
during World War II. Iater,
during the Cold War, the
plant developed into the final
assembly point for all nuclear
weapons produced in the
United States. As icy relations
between the United States
and the Soviet Union melted,
Pantex workers began shift-
ing their efforts to the dis-
mantlement of nuclear arms.
Currently, employees of Pan-
tex disassemble all U.S.
nuclear arms and store the
weapons' plutonium pits at
the facility.

Though change is often
painstakingly slow, the cloak-
and-dagger temperament sur-
rounding nuclear technology
is softening. Marie Gentry,
Ph.D., and Zane Curry, Ph.D.,
Texas Tech researchers within
the College of Human Scien-
ces, have been engaged by
the Amarillo National
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Resource Center for Pluto-
nium (ANRCP) to develop a
preliminary design for a per-
manent Science Information
and Resource Center as
related to Pantex.

The science/information
center is a component of a
larger undertaking funded by
the ANRCP through the U.S.
Department of Energy
(DOE). The overall project is
a $49 million endeavor
launched to assist Pantex and
DOE officials in the discovery
of adequate means for the
temporary storage and dispo-
sition of plutonium.

The venture is divided into
three areas of research, bring-
ing together scholars from a
medley of academic disci-
plines from the three major
Texas universities. Educators,
nuclear specialists, environ-
mentalists, engineers, interior
designers and communica-
tions specialists are among
the interdisciplinary team
members. Each project
includes researchers from at
least two of the universities.
Texas Tech is responsible for
communication, education
and training elements, while
the University of Texas is
responsible for environmen-
tal studies and Texas A&M
will direct nuclear research.

Phillip Nash, M.S., project
coordinator for communica-
tion, education and training,
said Texas Tech will develop
information from Pantex and
the ANRCP to present to the
public. Nash, a research asso-
ciate in the College of Engi-
neering, said about $170,000
has been earmarked in fiscal
year 1996 to determine the
viability of a science/informa-
tion center.

According to Gentry and
Curry, the programming, or
pre-design, stage is a crucial
step toward the construction
of an effective center.

"Because a science/infor-

mation center must meet
functional requirements, such
as providing adequate space
for interactive displays or
creating an environment con-
ducive to learning, as well as
address the needs of individ-
uals utilizing the facility, such
a facility should be planned
thoughtfully," Gentry said.
Both Gentry and Curry have
toured similar facilities in
Texas, New Mexico and Ten-
nessee to study the positive
and negative characteristics of
like centers.

"The majority of the pro-
gramming will be back-
ground research," said Gen-
try, associate professor of
merchandising, environmen-
tal design and consumer eco-
nomics. Part of Gentry and
Curry's pre-design goals is to
identify potential locations
for the center. The science/
information center could be
placed in an existing facility
or constructed at a site in or
near Amarillo.

"We were solicited to offer
recommendations, based
upon extensive research,
about what characteristics the
center should have to best
serve the center's employees
as well as visitors. We are
simply researching the possi-
bilities," said Curry, assistant
professor of merchandising,
environmental design and
consumer economics.

If created, the facility will
house scientific and historic
information about plutonium,
material about Pantex, as well
as details about possible
future strategies for the use
and disposal of plutonium.
The researchers said individ-
uals visiting the facility also
may be given the opportunity
to express their opinions
about the best alternative
uses for the stored plutonium
pits, the display and exhibit
content as well as demonstra-
tions and programs.

"The facility could house
much of the research and
analysis associated with plut-
onium," said Gentry.

The researchers said they
conceptualize the science/
information center as a hub
for science and math educa-
tion for students in kinder-
garten through age 16 as well
as for their parents. In addi-
tion, the individual compo-
nents could be broken down
and transported to other sites
for use.

"It's also very possible that
the permanent center will
provide a type of distance
education. Thus, a classroom
of students in Tahoka can log
on to a computer system
within the center and actually
have a demonstration, a lec-
ture or a look at individual

displays," Curry said.
The pre-design process

also will include establishing
partnerships with other Ama-
rillo entities, including the
Don Harrington Discovery
Center and Mason and
Hanger Co. to develop porta-
ble exhibits which could be
used for collecting data. The
Don Harrington Discovery
Center gives visitors an
opportunity to interact with
exhibits while learning about
math and science. Mason and
Hanger provides Pantex with
contract workers who oversee
the daily operations of the
facility.

Gentry and Curry recently
collaborated with personnel
from Mason and Hanger and
the ANRCP to prepare a trans-
portable exhibit. A similar
unit originally was developed
by personnel of the Bradbury
Science Center in Los Alamos,
N.M., for the Savannah River
plant in Aiken, S.C., another
DOE site. The display includ-
ed panels describing the use
and storage of plutonium, a
section about Pantex and
interactive exhibits. One

exhibit allowed participants
to perceive the weight of
plutonium by holding
tungsten in their hands.
Tungsten, weighing approxi-
mately as much as pluto-
nium, is two and a half times
heavier than steel and six
times heavier than aluminum,
Gentry said.

The exhibit also offered an
opinion poll for gathering data
about the exhibit and the pub-
lic's perceptions about pluto-
nium. Analysis of the data col-
lected from transportable
exhibits, like the one used at
the information fair, will help
researchers and officials deter-
mine the location, user charac-
teristics, message and design
of the permanent facility.

Neither Gentry, Curry nor
their academic peers are
spokespersons for Pantex nor
the DOE, Curry said. He and
other members of the Texas
Tech faculty are trying to raise
the public's level of aware-
ness and education about the
historic use and possible
future applications of pluto-
nium, he said. By eliminating
the mystery around pluto-
nium the public then can
make informed decisions
about what to do with the
substance, he added.

Perhaps investigators one
day will lay to rest fears of
environmental holocausts
and worldwide destruction
caused by the hammering of
a nuclear trigger. Future
generations may no longer
fear plutonium and its wrath,
but instead develop a healthy
respect for its power, by
viewing nuclear weapons, the
facilities in which they were
produced and the bunkers in
which their parts now are
housed as components of an
obsolete war machine. The
world finally may thaw from a
lengthy Cold War and the
threat of a nuclear winter.

- Charles Griffin
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Drafting a Master's Plan
Texas Tech University's

College of Architecture has
taken a new direction in edu-
cation. The college has intro-
duced a five-year professional
master's of architecture de-
gree. The move puts Texas
Tech above competing archi-
tectural programs nationwide.

According to Associate
Dean Jim White, Texas Tech's
new program is unlike any
other in the nation.

"There are several universi-
ties among the approximately
104 accredited programs in
the United States that offer
the 'four plus two' program.
Students complete the four-
year program then continue
for an additional two years in
graduate school to earn a
master's degree in architec-
ture," he explained.

Now at Texas Tech, stu-
dents can earn a master's
degree in architecture in five
years by completing more
accelerated courses during
their last year and a half.
Under the old degree pro-
gram at Texas Tech, most stu-
dents obtained a bachelor's
degree in architecture at the
end of a five-year period.

The move to introduce the
new program has been an
initiative within the college
since the National Architec-
ture Accrediting Board gave
its endorsement last fall. The
new program does not rep-
resent a radical departure
from the traditional curricu-
lum, however it enhances the
degree with a new standard
of professionalism and will
better assist the graduates of
the college in their careers,
White said. The new degree
will mean not only additional
classroom preparation for
architecture graduates, but it
also will give students more
opportunities to hone their

skills through supplementary
projects and other venues.

"The primary reasons for
introducing this opportunity
is to give appropriate value to
the effort, time and credit
hours required to complete a
professional degree in archi-
tecture," White said.

Representatives of the Col-
lege of Architecture reviewed
its programs and compared it
to other programs in colleges
across the Texas Tech cam-
pus, according to White. In
most cases, he said, the
number of classroom hours
required to earn a degree in
architecture was equal to a
master's degree in other
programs.

"In offering a professional
master's degree, the courses
at the graduate level would
have in-depth research com-
ponents. Studio-based design
education at upper levels
requires complex research
and problem-solving abilities
and communication skills
beyond those typically neces-
sary at the undergraduate
level," White said.

"In this new program,
then, the students will be
required to complete a writ-
ten design program with an
in-depth research component
and a final comprehensive
design project. They will
demonstrate their ability to
integrate all of the compo-
nents required in the design
and construction of a build-
ing," he said.

The new program consists
of two parts. The first is on
the undergraduate level and
requires students to complete
131 hours generally in seven
fall or spring semesters and
one summer session before
applying for admission to the
professional graduate level.

Acceptance into the gradu-
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ate level involves evaluation
of a combination of criteria
including a portfolio review,
minimum 3.0 cumulative
grade point average, min-
imum 800 graduate record
examination combined score
and admission to the univer-
sity's graduate school, White
said.

Students must take an addi-
tional 43 hours at the gradu-
ate level to earn the master's
degree in architecture. The
graduate level courses take
three semesters to complete.
Students who do not advance
to the graduate level can
complete an additional year
and graduate with a non-
professional bachelor of
science in architecture
degree and may apply to the
existing architectural master's
program upon graduation.

"These students still might
want to be involved in the
architecture profession
through some other compo-
nent such as construction or
facilities management," he
said.

Students who already have
graduated with a bachelor's
degree in architecture and
want to return to complete
the master's program can
enroll in the college's post-
professional degree program,
White said. With this degree,
a master of science in archi-
tecture, students can special-
ize in historic preservation,

Associate Dean Jim White says
Texas Tech's new College of
Architecture five-year profes-
sional master's degree program is
unlike any other in the nation.

architecture-special topics,
community design, approp-
riate technology and housing,
and architecture for health.

In addition to its new mas-
ter's degree program, the Col-
lege of Architecture also pro-
vides several dual-degree
programs with the colleges of
engineering and business
administration.

Each of these degree pro-
grams takes six years to com-
plete. Students can earn a
master of architecture and
bachelor of civil engineering
degree with 221 hours; a
master of architecture and
bachelor of business adminis-
tration degree with 212
hours; or a master of architec-
ture and master of business
administration degree with
212 hours.

About 60 to 70 students
will enter the new master's
program this fall, according
to White.

"Employers today are look-
ing at the quality of students
and their knowledge base
rather than the nomenclature
of the degree," White said.
"Our goal is to make our
graduates more attractive
than the competition."

- Myrna Whitehead
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Texas Tech's Launch
into the 21st Century
By John T Montford, J.D.

M y first two months as
chancellor of Texas Tech University and
Texas Tech University Health Sciences
Center have been a most challenging
and rewarding experience. The faculty
and administration of these institutions
have worked with me to evaluate our
current situation and set a course for
the future. When the Texas Tech Board
of Regents announced my appointment
as chancellor in August, I remarked that
Texas Tech was on the launch pad and
our future was bright. We now have
ignition, and I predict that Texas Tech
will project itself into the 21st century
as one of the most exciting institutions
of higher education with a blueprint for
sustained success.

Since its founding in 1923, Texas
Tech has enjoyed dynamic leadership.
From the early vision of Paul Horn to
the later growth achieved under the
leadership of Grover Murray, Lauro
Cavazos, Robert Lawless and Donald
Haragan, Texas Tech has prospered and
has achieved the characteristics of
greatness for a statewide institution. I
am fortunate to have this solid founda-
tion of leadership to build on in my
tenure as the first chancellor of Texas
Tech. As Sir Isaac Newton once
observed, "We stand on the shoulders
of giants" who guide us into the future.

My first challenge at Texas Tech was
the selection of a president for Texas
Tech University and for the Texas Tech
University Health Sciences Center.
These institutions now have in place
two outstanding leaders in Donald Har-

6 V I S T A S Texas Tech Research
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agan, Ph.D., president of Texas Tech
University, and David Smith, M.D., pres-
ident of Texas Tech University Health
Sciences Center.

Don Haragan has an outstanding
tenure of service to Texas Tech begin-
ning 27 years ago as a faculty member
and continuing to his most recent post
as interim president. This new chapter
in his partnership with the university
no doubt will continue his sterling

Chancellor John T Montford, JD., (center)
is working with Donald Haragan, Ph.D.,
(left) president of the university, and David
Smith, MD., president of the health sciences
center, to set a course for the future of
Texas Tech.



record of performance and leadership.
David Smith is a dynamic individual
and an outstanding academician. His
vision will lead the health sciences cen-
ter to a new prominence. His role as
Texas Commissioner of Health over the
past four years has brought significant
and positive recognition to health initi-
atives in Texas. His efforts on behalf of
rural health care and his emphasis on
children's health and issues of public
health in my view make him the best
possible selection in the nation to serve
as president of Texas Tech University
Health Sciences Center.

My intention is that the
presidents of these two institutions will
operate with great latitude and develop
their own internal strategies for achiev-
ing outstanding academic success. At
the same time, I plan to work closely
with Dr. Haragan and Dr. Smith to
ensure the needs of both institutions
are met as we remain on a steady
course for the future.

I see my role as chancellor of Texas
Tech focused in several specific areas.
For the past two months my focus has
been on fund raising. I expect that
emphasis to continue throughout my
tenure at Texas Tech because I believe
that the growth of our endowment is
the single most important challenge for
Texas Tech at this time. In addition, I
will take a major role in governmental
affairs, guiding Texas Tech through the
upcoming legislative session. I also will
place significant emphasis on the mar-
keting of Texas Tech with a goal to
attract and retain top notch faculty and
students. Finally, my goal is to improve
efficiencies in the shared services of
Texas Tech University and Texas Tech
University Health Sciences Center. I
plan to enhance information resources
on both campuses and develop both a
financial plan and a strategic plan for
Texas Tech that will take us into the
21st century. I plan to establish a close
working relationship with the faculty,
the students and the communities that
we serve.

Regardless of how successful our
marketing, governmental relations and
fund raising may be, we also must
review the essence of these institutions

our academic programs. In these
times of declining resources, we must

strive to achieve a level of operations in
all our programs that is not only suc-
cessful but also lean and efficient. Per-
haps more than any other factor involv-
ing our academic and administrative
programs, we must stress that we will
be a "user-friendly" campus. All we do
at Texas Tech must support a learning
and research atmosphere which
flourishes.

I look forward to working with Drs.
Haragan and Smith on the recruitment
of top students for Texas Tech. Exem-
plary students, of course, are vital to
our future success. In order to attract
top undergraduate students from high
schools throughout Texas and superior
graduate and professional students
from throughout the nation, we must
be ever mindful of the need to increase
the number of scholarships and fellow-
ships available for our students. As fed-
eral and state budgets for higher educa-
tion are reduced, we must be ready to
ensure that deserving students can
attend our university and graduate with
respectable financial assistance.

n addition to attracting excellent
students, we also must recruit and
retain elite faculty. Texas Tech can be a
center for teaching and research that
attracts both established faculty
members and new faculty members
with promising futures. To do this we
also must substantially increase our
numbers of chairs and professorships.
An increase in faculty salaries is essen-
tial at Texas Tech, not only because our
faculty deserves a pay increase, but also
because increased salaries will help
with faculty recruitment and retention.

The pride that Debbie and I feel in
being asked to serve these great institu-
tions is indeed overwhelming. We see
this as the significant challenge of our
lives and look forward to a close associ-
ation with the Texas Tech family now
and in the future. I applaud the readers
of Vistas for your active participation
and the support of Texas Tech. I hope
that you will join me on the launch pad
as we soar into the exciting 21st cen-
tury at Texas Tech.

John T Montford, JD., is the first chan-
cellor of Texas Tech University and
Texas Tech University Health Sciences
Center.
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The Indoors that Augment Our Ills
By Preston Lewis
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Buildings -like people -must breathe. But when they
can't, it is the people instead
of the buildings that get sick.

Runny noses, watery eyes, scratchy
throats, headaches, nausea, fatigue,
decreased attention span, allergies and,
in some rare instances, fatal asthma
attacks can strike the occupants of
those buildings.

Those maladies are the result of what
has become known as "sick building"
syndrome (SBS). The impact a building
could have on people's health was
brought dramatically to the public's
attention in Philadelphia in 1976 with a
fatal outbreak of what became known
as Legionnaires' disease. The disease
killed 29 participants at an American
Legion convention.

Legionnaires' disease is classified as a
building-related illness, or BRI, which
means the causes are known and the
disease can be clinically diagnosed.
Though SBS is more difficult to diag-
nose, it could affect up to 33 percent of
the non-residential buildings in the
country, according to the World Health
Organization and the Environmental

Certain organisms
appear every time
researchers find a build-
ing that has "sick build-
ing syndrome," says
David C. Straus, noting
that investigators are try-
ing to establish whether a
relationship exists
between the organisms
and the maladies that
affect the building's
occupants.

T
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Protection Agency.
Because SBS's causes are a complex

combination of building design, mate-
rials and maintenance further compli-
cated by fungal and biochemical fac-
tors, indoor air quality may well be one
of the most serious - and least under-
stood - health problems facing indus-
trialized nations.

"The problem with indoor air quality
stems from the Mideast Oil Embargo in
the mid-1970s," said Texas Tech Univer-
sity Health Sciences Center Physiology
Professor James J. McGrath, Ph.D. "The
government decided we needed to
conserve energy, and one of the goals
was to tighten up buildings and make
them more energy efficient."

As a result old buildings were insu-
lated, windows sealed and every crack
caulked and filled so heated or cooled
air - depending on the season -
wouldn't escape. New buildings were
designed with energy conservation in
mind. They were built with nonfunc-
tioning windows, with synthetic insula-
tion materials and with other energy
conserving features that locked energy

and contaminants inside.
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New and retrofitted buildings could
no longer breathe or vent contaminants
as easily as they could when open win-
dows were as accepted as 32-cent-a-
gallon gasoline.

"It's sort of like an old-time farm
family of six taking a once-a-week bath
on Saturday night and everybody using
the same bath water," McGrath said.
"We're using the same dirty air over
and over and over again."

Kenneth V Easterwood, vice presi-
dent for the Dallas-based indoor air
quality firm QIC Systems, puts it
another way.

"We're creating a new environment
inside these buildings and they are
becoming test tubes," he said. "And
we're living and working inside these
test tubes."

McGrath and other Texas Tech
researchers, both at the university and
health sciences center, became
involved in indoor quality issues after
being contacted by Easterwood, a Texas
Tech architecture alumnus, and H.W
Holder, president of QIC.

"When we got involved in indoor air
quality issues," Holder said, "we
thought it was primarily an engineering
problem. It's much more than that.

"We began to realize that only a
major university and health sciences
center like Texas Tech would have the
variety of expertise needed to address
the problem. Our goal is to solve the
problem at the cause rather than simply
address the symptoms."

This realization led to the public/pri-
vate partnership between QIC and
Texas Tech, which today has four labor-
atories involved in indoor air quality
research.

However subtle the causes of SBS,
McGrath said the problem is avoidable
if buildings are designed properly, if
they are used as they were originally
designed, if they are equipped with an
adequate heating, ventilating and air
conditioning (HVAC) system and if the
HVAC system is properly maintained.

"Virtually none of those conditions
exists in buildings as they are used
today," McGrath said. "Buildings are
regularly modified and renovated or
their use has changed over time.
Governmental agencies are very bad
about taking over a building and pack-
ing two or three times the number of
people inside than it was originally
designed for."

Beyond those issues two additional
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problems enter into the SBS equation:
building materials and microbes.

Horn Professor Purnendu K. Das-
gupta, Ph.D., of chemistry and bio-
chemistry who has a $138,000 grant
through the State Advanced Technology
Research program to investigate indoor
air quality, said, "You can classify these
problems as either chemical or biologi-
cal in nature. Because chemical pro-
cesses are used to produce so many
building materials ranging from paint
to plastics and from carpeting to adhe-
sives, there is a certain level of chemi-
cal contamination in most new
buildings."

Because these materials carpeting,
wall trim, ceiling tiles, insulation, paint,
etc. are synthetics, they will emit
gasses that can cause headaches, nau-
sea and other ill effects in some peo-
ple. In essence, the "new" smell in a
brand new building actually can be
hazardous to some.

However, if building materials are
properly selected, the composite levels
of these chemicals can be managed. In
some cases engineers have even
attempted to "cure" the problem build-
ings by turning up the heating system
abnormally high to "bake out" the
gasses.

Things are not nearly so simple for
biological agents or microbes, said
David C. Straus, Ph.D., professor of
microbiology at the Texas Tech Univer-
sity Health Sciences Center.

"Every time that we find a building
that has what is commonly referred to
as sick building syndrome, certain orga-
nisms appear," Straus said, "but there's
no proof that there's a causal effect
between the presence of these orga-
nisms and the maladies that affect the
building's occupants. We're trying
to establish if there's a relation-
ship."

The three main players ap-
pear to be members of the
genera Penicillium, Asper-
gillus and Cladosporium.
These fungi are invariably
present in indoor air,
Straus said, but the ratio
at which they are present
appears important. This trio
of fungal genera can produce
a variety of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), infectious
particles and other irritating bio-
aerosols which may be responsible for
the headaches, nausea, fatigue, and eye,

'1'



variables not only include the multiple
combinations of fungal species but also
the individual reactions of the people
who live or work in a building.

For example Glenn Hill, an associate
professor of architecture at Texas Tech,
noted, "There are some people who
may react and some who don't. It is just
like some people are allergic to some-
thing and others are not."

McGrath said, "For a number of rea-
sons people vary in their sensitivity to
different chemical and biological
agents. Physiologically, they just do and
we can't tell you why beyond that. The
second thing is that people at different
stages of a life cycle vary in susceptibil-
ity. The very young, the very old, preg-
nant women, people with AIDS and
people undergoing organ transplants
all may have suppressed immune sys-
tems so they are extremely sensitive to
various chemicals and biological aero-
sols in a building. Consequently, we
have a target population that varies and
a building that varies, complicating the
issue further."

As an architect, Hill must be con-
cemed about designing a building that
maintains a proper balance between
energy efficiency and proper ventilation.
Because the two are not mutually exclu-
sive, cost often becomes the determin-
ing factor in the design decisions. Also,
the standards for the industry are chang-
ing as the impact of indoor air pollu-
tants on personal health is identified.

"Now scientists and architects are
realizing the pollutants indoors may be
affecting health and there is debate
about updating building codes to
increase the cubic feet of fresh air per
person per hour," Hill said.

The problem is succinctly stated by
McGrath.

"There are no standards for indoor
air quality," he said. "If we were out-
side breathing the same air as we are
inside, the air quality would be regu-
lated. Indoors, you become completely
dependent upon the HVAC system."

"As in most cases, cost becomes an
issue," Hill said. "Without clear, distinct
data, it is difficult to change the codes
and some people won't do things
unless they are forced by code to do it.
So, I think one of the biggest problems
of design is to make clients and the
people who build buildings aware that
the potential for a problem is there."

QIC and Texas Tech are beginning to
link building conditions to health
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effects as well as identify traditional
practices and procedures employed by
architects and engineers which can lead
to problem situations. QIC is also
engaged with clients in establishing
indoor air quality programs which
involve all aspects of the individual
client's corporate culture, includ-
ing the design criteria used in
new and renovated buildings.

Additional factors are lead-
ing other architects, engi-
neers and builders to recon-
sider the issue of indoor air
quality. First, the legal liabil-
ity may force some to re
evaluate. And second, worker'
productivity issues may con-
vince others to take indoor air
quality into account.

This past April, for example, the
U.S. Department of Transportation in
Washington requested that the owner
of a building it leased for the Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA) spend $5
million to relocate employees and
overhaul the building's HVAC system.

The building was identified as a
problem after 60 out of some 5,500
workers blamed the building's air for
nausea, headaches and sore throats.
Subsequent investigation showed high
levels of hydrocarbons, a by-product of
fungi, and carbon dioxide. A month
later a more detailed study of the build-
ing identified the toxigenic fungus Sta-
chybotrys chartarum in the air, but
had been unable to identify its source.
Stachybotrys chartarum produces sub-
stances that can irritate the skin and
mucous membranes, interfere with
body metabolism and reduce resistance
to infections.

The FRA office is only the latest in a
spate of indoor air quality problems
affecting public buildings. The Polk
County Courthouse in Bartow, Fla., for
instance, was built in 1987 for $37 mil-
lion. The building was plagued with so
severe a microbial infestation that it
was estimated to cost another $30 mil-
lion to fix.

Also in Florida, lamary Elementary
School in Pinellas County had so much
mold contamination on walls, books
and furniture, that more than 800 stu-
dents had to be moved out of the new
building.

More than half the workers in the
newly built DuPage County, Ill., Court-
house experienced symptoms asso-
ciated with SBS after the facility
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day night and everybody
using the same bath water.
We're using the same dirty
air over and over and over
again."

nose and throat irritations which strike
-occupants of many so-called "sick"

buildings.
To thrive, these fungi and other

microorganisms require nutrients,
which are found in almost any
building material, as well as a
temperate environment and, most
importantly, water. Consequently,

sick buildings generally are more
common in humid areas than in

arid and semi-arid regions. Even so,
microorganisms are found in the dust,
carpeting and wall surfaces of all build-
ings. So while an HVAC drain pan may
create an inviting environment for bac-

teria, high relative humidities can
quench the thirst of fungi in the dust,
carpeting and walls.

"Any air conditioned building has
the potential to be a problem because
you have moisture condensing on the
cooling coils and the typical system
cannot deal with excessive moisture
loads in buildings," said QIC's Easter-
wood. "To complicate matters further,
many materials are brought into a
building with high moisture content
which is then trapped in the building."

Once a fungal colony establishes
itself in a building, the fungus itself, its
spores and its biochemical byproducts,
or volatile organic compounds such as
solvents like hexane or ethanol, which
are both neurotoxins, can be spread

's sort of like an old-time throughout a building by the air
handler.

m family of six taking a To date the individual VOCs which

e-a-week bath on Satur- cause a specific symptom have not yet
been correlated. Straus and Dennis

The problem with
indoor air quality

stems from the
Mideast Oil Embargo

in the mid-1970s, says
James J. McGrath.

Arne Lmmer
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Shelly, Ph.D., in the Texas Tech chemis-
try department, are initiating one of the
first studies in the United States to
attempt to make such a correlation.

After taking fungal samples from sus-
pect buildings, Straus and his col-
leagues technician William Wong
and graduate student Danny Cooley,
both of microbiology, and Cynthia A.
Jumper, M.D., in the department of
medicine culture the fungi and
introduce them and their byproducts
into air chambers where they can be
maintained at levels comparable to the
building where they were sampled.
Then mice can be placed in the
chambers for periods comparable to an
eight-hour work day for an extended
period. At the end of that time, the test
animals are sacrificed to determine if
the exposure has contaminated their
lungs.

"This is the first experiment that will
try to show a direct link between sick
building syndrome and the presence of
these organisms," Straus said. "Nobody
knows the connection between these
organisms and sick building syndrome
though there are a lot of theories. Cer-
tainly one possibility is that you get an
allergic reaction - almost like hay
fever - from inhaling these fungi over
time. Continual exposure to these or-
ganisms may cause your lungs to
mount an immune response that causes
problems. Or possibly the material
from these fungi may be directly dam-
aging. Once again, we don't know."

The unknown is common in the
study of indoor air quality because the

"It
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opened. It had to be evacuated for a
major and costly renovation.

The legal precedent for indoor air
quality liability was set earlier this
decade when five plaintiffs received
$950,000 in damages after claiming that
office building owners and managers
were responsible for improper renova-
tions which caused them to suffer res-
piratory and neurological disorders.
Ironically, the suspect building was the
Washington headquarters of the Envir-
onmental Protection Agency, the very
agency that had estimated more than 30
percent of the office buildings in the
country have significant problems asso-
ciated with their HVAC systems.

A second legal case, styled Call V.
Prudential, then determined that
designers and contractors of the HVAC
system in a suspect building could be
held liable under strict liability theory.
The judge ruled, in effect, that the
HVAC system could be viewed as a pro-
duct and those who designed and
installed a defective "product" could be
held liable for damages.

The safest way to deal with the
health issues and the possible liability
issues, said McGrath, is for manage-
ment to take complaints seriously.

"Too often management goes into
denial and that's unfortunate because it
only prolongs the problem and the
potential for liability," McGrath said. "The
next step is to bring in professionals who
can address the myriad factors which
could be contributing to a problem."

As an illustration, McGrath used Tom
Green Elementary School in Kyle,
Texas, as a best-case scenario. The
60,000-square-foot facility was built in
1985 for $2.6 million, but its occupants
had experienced ongoing problems
with headaches, upper respiratory
infections, teary eyes and allergies, all
symptoms associated with sick building
syndrome.

The school district turned to QIC for
help. With technical assistance from
McGrath and Straus who took microbial
samples, QIC identified the problem as
excessive moisture in the crawl spaces
beneath the building. Earlier attempts
to dry out the crawl spaces had actually
forced molds into air, walls and ceiling
tiles of offices and classrooms, where
the fungi continued to thrive.

QIC developed a program to address
the problem at all levels. In addition to
the engineering aspects, the plan also
included components to work with the

district to develop multi-lingual com-
munications with the staff, students and
parents. QIC then implemented a de-
contamination process prior to the end
of summer to lessen the immediate
health risks to the occupants. To solve
the problem, the plan addressed the
entire concept of the HVAC system,
energy savings strategies and house-
keeping procedures. Over the sum-
mer the renovation work was
completed and a certification
was issued jointly by QIC and
the Technical Review Board
staffed by experts at Texas
Tech.

Since the certification,
complaints have dropped
from 22 per month to one
in two years. Straus and
Jumper continue to meet
with school officials to dis-
cuss the ongoing certification
program. The Texas Department
of Health, interested in the project
from the outset, has viewed it as a
model for dealing with contaminated
environments. In fact, TDH has
expressed an interest in utilizing the
Texas Tech IAQ Laboratory as a
resource.

"It was expensive, yes," McGrath
said, "but not nearly as expensive as
building a new school."

Joddie Witte, superintendent of the
Hays Consolidated Independent School
District in Kyle, said, "This is a success
story. We have received numerous posi-
tive comments from parents and staff
concerning the new quality environ-
ment of the building."

The improved environment was
healthier and alleviated the complaints
which previously had been plaguing
students and teachers at Tom Green
School, he said.

For QIC President Holder, Tom
Green Elementary is one of a growing
number of success stories for his firm.
Ultimately, he hopes the certification
program which QIC and TTUHSC has
developed will become the standard
for dealing with contaminated build-
ings. With the success of Tom Green
and subsequent certified buildings,
QIC hopes to develop its certification
program into a sort of Good House-
keeping Seal of Approval that can
become a standard nationwide.

When that day comes, a lot of people
will be able to breathe easier on the
job. L
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"What we in this program
are looking at is the broad
aesthetic overview - look-
ing at a specific art in the
context of its place within
the arts."

-John Stinespring

came to Texas Tech with a broad inter-
est in fine arts in addition to his disci-
pline. The cooperative approach
already was familiar to him. He pre-
viously had taught several years in a
high school as part of an interdiscipli-
nary humanities team that included
music, art, theater and dance.

An accomplished musician as well as
artist, Stinespring has remained active
in local music since completing his
graduate studies and joining the Texas
Tech faculty, auditioning and securing a
spot as bassoonist with the Lubbock
Symphony Orchestra, a position he still
holds.

"The program has a successful for-
mula, unique in its flexibility that lets
the student develop a credible major
base of study in a specialized field
combined with a broad arts overview
that opens that person up to a lot of
opportunities," Stinespring said.

The comprehensive knowledge base
through art, theater, music and philo-
sophy classes is the goal of Texas
Tech's fine arts doctoral program. With
a cooperative arts teaching approach,
the curriculum sets the degree apart
from any other doctoral arts program in
the United States, according to Texas
Tech administrators.

"Actually, I believe that the truly
interdisciplinary design of our fine arts
doctoral program is unique in the
world," said Graduate School Dean
Tom Langford, Ph.D., chairperson of the
goveming Fine Arts Doctoral Commit-
tee for the past 15 years. Serving in var-
ious capacities in the graduate school
administration since 1968, [angford was
among the creators of the fine arts doc-
toral degree program approved by the
Texas Higher Education Coordinating
Board in 1972.

Before that time, the three areas of

the arts only offered master's degrees
for graduate students, although the art
and music departments both were in
the process of garnering administrative
support for separate doctoral programs.

According to Langford, then-Graduate
School Dean Lawrence L. Graves was
concerned about the limited market for
two new specialized arts doctoral
degrees but brought up the idea of a
cooperative arts doctoral program. In
1970, Langford as interim dean of the
Graduate School appointed a feasibility
committee to look into pioneering an
interdisciplinary program drawing upon
the collective strengths from the three
arts departments.

"The committee was fully supportive
of the idea, but all three of the major
departments had to buy into the doc-
toral program or the whole thing was a
no-go," Langford said.

Theater Professor Richard Weaver,
Ph.D., came to Texas Tech to head the
theater program in the fall of 1972 just
as the Coordinating Board was in the
process of approving the doctoral pro-
gram. He said the dedication and coop-
eration among the faculty members at
Texas Tech has been a key to the suc-
cess and growth of the program since
its start.

Weaver, who returned to teaching
after 22 years of heading the theater
program, said he knows of one other
university trying to create a program
from Texas Tech's model. He actually
helped a Florida university design its
fine arts program, but the program was
discontinued before it accepted its first
students.

"It fizzled immediately after it was
approved," Weaver said. "The faculty
did not support the program and were
not really interested in it; they were
more interested in the traditional

Ph.D. program."
As specified in 1972, the Texas Tech

program still is run with joint leader-
ship from the School of Music and the
departments of art and theater. The
Fine Arts Doctoral Committee, chaired
by a Graduate School representative, is
comprised of the chairperson and grad-
uate adviser from the School of Music
and from the departments of art and
theater as well as the chairperson of the
philosophy department.

Fine arts doctoral students select a
minimum of 30 hours of their 62-credit-
hour degree program from one of the
arts, a typical arts doctoral program.
However, they also are required to
complete a 21-credit-hour core of
classes that includes six credits in
administration and perspectives courses
from each of the two remaining arts
areas. The core also includes six hours
of philosophy/aesthetics in addition to
a three-hour fine arts course titled
"Interdisciplinary Perspectives in the
Fine Arts."

The program was reviewed, under
the auspices of the Texas Higher Educa-
tion Coordinating Board, in the early
1980s by a panel of national experts in
arts education. According to Langford,
the panel's written review praised the
program and suggested its interdiscipli-
nary approach should be a model for
other universities.

"The panel members were at first
skeptical, but in their final report
recommended that the program receive
priority support from the Coordinating
Board and be regarded as a model for
other universities across the nation,"
Langford said. "The panel realized that
what we basically do with this program
is develop strong advocates for the arts
as a whole."

Texas Tech graduates are people who
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"Texas Tech graduates are people who are well-versed in a
variety of aspects in art, theater and music, and that
knowledge makes them better and more capable leaders
in the arts field."

-Tom Langford

are well-versed in a variety of aspects in
art, theater and music, Langford said,
and that knowledge makes them better
and more capable leaders in the arts
field.

As stated in a 1982 article co-auth-
ored by Langford: "It is frequently
acknowledged that the future of the arts
and their impact on society in general
depend on the recognition that the arts
are one in their benefits to humankind,
in their need for public support, and in
their claim to a significant place in all
formal educational curricula. Although
there will always be a place for highly
specialized study at the graduate level
in each area of the arts, the field also
has an urgent need for the develop-
ment of leadership that will reflect
awareness of the mutual problems and
the impact on society of all the arts."

The article also champions the need
at the college, community, state and
national levels for informed and well-
trained leaders with broad understand-
ing of the current place and future sig-
nificance of the arts in public life who
can work to fulfill the potential envis-
aged by such federal break-throughs as
the establishment of the National
Endowment for the Arts.

With the now-increasingly hostile
federal budgeting wars in which
humanities programs like the NEA are
being starved, current Theater Depart-
ment Chairperson Norman Bert, Ph.D.,
sees the role of arts advocate as more
important than ever and Texas Tech's
program as the training ground for
proponents of federal arts funding,
public support and free artistic expres-
sion.

"In today's society, the funding prob-
lems and political environment is pro-
ducing a growing need and importance
for a national interest and awareness in
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the arts," said Bert, noting that advo-
cates with a broad arts knowledge like
that developed at Texas Tech are best
equipped to foster that national sup-
port.

School of Music Director Wayne Bai-
ley, D.MA, who arrived at Texas Tech
in 1995, agrees that the program produ-
ces people who are artists and who
have "knowledge about the arts in big
terms." He said that doctoral students
preparing to be teachers are offered
training and experience that also has
become vital in the classroom.

Bailey notes that, with traditional
graduate education designed to be
increasingly focused, a doctoral student
in music might not even be studying
music but rather a very specific area of
music.

"That's good for tenure and promo-
tion but not necessarily good for teach-
ing the classes," he said. "Professors are
asked on a daily basis to relate one art
form to another, and that is difficult to
do with traditional training."

Bailey also said the interdisciplinary
arts knowledge is something that most
readily needs to come from a teacher's
college preparation.

"Full-time music professors, for
example, often can't take the time to
learn everything about art history or act-
ing. They don't have a lot of time to
study other art forms on the job," Bai-
ley said.

Still, Bailey sees this particular inter-
disciplinary degree as something that
can never and will never replace the
traditional doctoral program focused on
a particular area of the arts in history or
criticism.

"And the interdisciplinary program
shouldn't replace the traditional doc-
toral degree. It is not the degree for
everyone. It takes a special kind of stu-

dent," Bailey said.
Weaver agrees that Texas Tech gradu-

ates have found their niche mainly in
teaching, and many now are academic
department chairs at colleges and
universities.

"We did some research and found
that most of the other doctoral pro-
grams in America were actually training
people in history or criticism. But when
they got their first jobs, they were
expected to teach acting, directing and
direct productions," Weaver said. "What
we do is teach them acting, directing,
and we also throw in management
training."

The clash between this type of
hands-on training and traditional
research-oriented doctoral programs
has been a point of contention for arts
educators and professionals for years,
according to Music Professor Wayne
Hobbs, Ph.D.

"The division of scholar vs. practi-
tioner has been a point of tension in
arts professionals for years," said
Hobbs, who served on the Fine Arts
Doctoral Committee as director of the
School of Music from 1987 until he
returned to full-time teaching at the
end of 1994.

At Yale University, widely respected
for its arts training, the division is
manifest physically in the buildings the
two sides occupy. According to Hobbs,
Yale has a department of music for
undergraduates and graduate students
in musicology while the separate
school of music is devoted entirely to
graduate student training in perfor-
mance and composition.

Hobbs, referring to the difference
as "creative tension," said that the
remedy, while not changing anyone's
opinion, is for the artists on both
sides of the debate to develop a
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respect for the other side.
"We manage to coexist rather nicely

here," Hobbs said of Texas Tech,
adding that the arts faculty as well as
the doctoral students appreciate the
interrelationship of the arts.

Bert, who has been theater depart-
ment chair since the start of the 1995-
96 academic year, agrees that the tradi-
tional doctoral degree still is useful,
primarily in preparing for history or
criticism. He said the interdisciplinary
education is of most benefit to future
college educators who plan to head up
programs and to arts center or arts com-
mission directors.

"There is a definite need for adminis-
trators who know about the full range
of the arts. One reason is the cultural
shift today, brought on by artists and
audience members, where we tend to
blur the distinctions and boundaries
between different art forms. Perfor-
mance art, with its blend of art and
theater, has become the Post-Modern
art form," Bert said, noting that even
now-popular music videos are a form
of group performance art.

"Looking at the national state of the
arts right now, this fine arts doctoral
program is sort of a happy accident,"
Bert said. "It has been here for 25 years
just waiting for culture to catch up."

Art Department Chairperson Melody
Weiler, M.F.A., said these interdiscipli-
nary programs are becoming an integral
part of art education as the "layering"
of the arts becomes increasingly more
prevalent among working artists.

"The nature of art itself is changing
with multimedia presentations, perfor-
mance art and computer technology
presentations," Weiler said. "With colla-
borative presentations, the challenge is
that one form does not become just a
backdrop for another art form. It

requires a tremendous amount of dedi-
cation and training to work in other
arts."

The program also builds a mutual
respect or "empathy" for professionals
in other art forms, Weiler said.

That mutualism spawned a well-
received production this past spring
that may be the model for future coop-
erative productions among the three
arts areas.

"Ucross Junction" was presented in
March as an original theater production,
co-authored by Bert and playwright
Madeline Martin with music improvised
and performed by music faculty
member Lisa Rogers. The event was
well-attended, and faculty as well as
students praised the cooperative efforts
required to produce the show.

The play centered on two characters
at the opening of an art exhibit. The
production actually was staged in an art
department gallery with a painting and
ceramic exhibit in place. The percus-
sion music was added during the final
rehearsals as the final layer of the work.

"The production was designed to
show the interplay between the charac-
ters, the art, the music and the
audience members themselves," said
Bert. He noted that the two actors
roamed through the audience
members, many of whom had to stand
throughout the gallery because the
amount of seating purposely was
limited to encourage audience interac-
tion. Also, a painter, Marjorie Arnett, a
fine arts doctoral candidate in art,
started each performance with a blank
canvas and ended the evening with a
finished work inspired by the produc-
tion.

Music School Director Bailey called
the production a success in terms of
attendance and fulfillment of purpose.

"The nature of art itself is
changing with multimedia
presentations, performance
art and computer tech-
nology."

-Melody Weiler

"We were extremely pleased with the
interaction and the public's reception.
It was not the typical concert or theater
event," he said.

More mutual arts events and projects
are likely to be produced in the future,
all three program heads agreed. That
type of collaboration among the arts
departments and faculty is something
chairs of the arts areas see as key to
expanding the visibility of interdiscipli-
nary activities and the cooperative
experience - and supply-demand mar-
ketability - of students in the doctoral
program.

Stinespring said, "When I was in the
job market, I had one school that had
trouble understanding my interdiscipli-
nary degree, but the rest knew it was
something they were looking for."

The program, according to Langford,
has a near 100 percent placement rate
for graduates with all of them working
at some position related to their field.

At state and regional United States
theater conferences this year, Bert also
has seen the first-hand effect of Texas
Tech's program on the arts work force.

"I was amazed at the number of peo-
ple who said 'I am a graduate of your
program.' It seemed like every other
person among these theater arts profes-
sionals had gone through our pro-
gram," Bert said.

The widespread placement of fine
arts graduates is destined to continue
with Texas Tech making its presence
known in fine arts venues throughout
the nation and the world. As evidence
of the program's far-reaching reputa-
tion, the fall 1996 class of 20 incoming
doctoral candidates includes 10 stu-
dents from U.S. states outside Texas and
five more students who are coming to
Texas Tech from Austria, Japan, Mexico
and Venezuela. Q
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Spinning a New Image
By Sandra Pulley
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he Fonz knew how to fix
*Wurlitzers.

Each week on the hit sit-
com "Happy Days" he elbowed the
temperamental jukebox in Al's Diner
until it spun out the latest '50s hits.

Glenn Roberson, M.D., could be
called the Fonz of teleradiology. But in
his jukebox, selection A-13 isn't "Love
Me Tender," it's the chest X-ray of a
patient needing critical medical infor-
mation. And while the Fonz wrestles
with comical crises, Roberson is work-
ing on a more serious dilemma giv-
ing rural patients access to modern
medical care.

Roberson and his team of specialists
are putting together a computer system
that will receive radiology test results
from rural hospitals across the nation.

"This equipment will allow rural
physicians to draw on experts in nearly
every field of radiology within minutes,
as opposed to the average delay of sev-
eral days," Roberson said.

After these images are imported, they
will be stored in a central carousel,
allowing the films to be downloaded to
individual terminals when needed.

"When completed, it will work like a
CD jukebox," explained Roberson, the
chairperson of the department of radi-
ology at Texas Tech University Health
Sciences Center. "Physically, it is similar
to the old Wurlitzer. We will store
images on disks and the computer will
mechanically select the requested disk
from storage and play it. Of course, all
this is transparent to the computer
operator."

In a world accustomed to high-
speed, high-memory personal compu-
ters, storing CDs may sound easy, but
Roberson pointed out that saving about
50 large images could fill the hard disk
drive space of a normal office computer
and render it unusable. Just one X-ray
is one to 10 megabytes of information.

The average computer on the market
now can store 850 megabytes of infor-
mation, an amount that must include
the software needed to run the system.

"The memory requirements to store
images are just astronomical," Rober-
son said.

But by using this "jukebox" system,

N -

doctors will be able to access the CD
bank without overtaxing their compu-
ters, and the CDs will be readily access-
ible from each terminal. When the sys-
tem is completed in a couple of years,
Roberson hopes to elbow it into storing
about half a million images a year,
including ones sent to him from area
clinics.

Other agencies, like the Social Secur-
ity Administration and large banks, also
maintain this kind of computerized
storage system, but they get more bang
for their storage buck because the data
they store is text.

"You can get a lot more text on a
disk than you can images," Roberson
said.

This is the problem Sunanda Mitra,
Ph.D., professor in Texas Tech's depart-
ment of electrical engineering, has

Roberson is working on a teleradiology com-
puter system, giving rural patients access to
modern medical care.

been trying to solve for years. Mitra is
researching how to compact images
and still leave them readable a tech-
nique called compression.

This technique will combine the sim-
plicity of the bobby socks generation
jukebox with the latest computer
wizardry.

"It is like taking a painting and peel-
ing away all but 1 percent of the paint,"
Roberson said. "It is difficult to still see
the image. If we have the computer fill
in the missing parts, though, we will
greatly reduce the amount of memory
needed."

To do this, Mitra is designing compu-
ters that mimic the way the human eye
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help those in need, but it also will sus-
tain the health sciences center during
the managed care era. As specialty care
becomes more expensive and general
practitioners become more important
in health care delivery, he expects that
rural doctors will refer patients to large
medical centers for specialty work.

This new attitude about health care
differs greatly from the way medicine
has been delivered since the turn of the
century, Roberson said. He divides
modern medical history into three
phases.

During the charitable era, which
began at the turn of the century and
lasted through World War II, hospitals
largely sought to fulfill their sense of
community responsibility. During the
'50s, the hospital was transformed into
a highly technological enterprise
funded largely by federal and state pro-
grams such as Medicaid and Medicare.

In the 1990s, managed care and
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increased competition among hospitals
are molding the face of health care.

"Health care is moving to control
costs by utilizing general practitioners
more," Roberson said. "Yet at the same
time Americans demand more special-
ized care. This is the irony of the cur-
rent system.

"I can be just as effective here as I
am in the field. I deal with images. An
image is an image."

With features like zoom, brightness
and contrast, radiologists can view films
on computer as easily as they could in
person before.

Despite potential economic benefits,
hospital radiology departments are
wary about becoming totally auto-
mated, Roberson said. Only one-third
of America's hospitals have an auto-
mated radiology information system.
Fewer still are developing the equip-
ment, like the "jukebox" to store large
electronic images permanently.

"Computers and telecom-
munications are ways to

cut costs without cutting

the quality of care. "



Although the quality of care provided
by teleradiology is immeasurable, the
costs can drive hospitals away. T-1 lines
can run up to $4,000 a month to main-
tain.

"The faster lines are not cheap," he
said.

Neither are the systems designed to
cull information off of these lines.
Because the computer industry is
changing rapidly, Roberson hired Yao-
Yang Shieh, Ph.D., in March 1994 to
play medical McGyver for his equip-
ment. Shieh, whose background is in
defense contracting, is putting together
a system that is both state-of the-art and
adaptable.

"Computer imaging science came
out of the space program and defense,"
Roberson said. "Defense contractors are
in the business of systems integration.
They gather together pre-existing
equipment to do a task.

"We are bringing this technology out
of space and defense and into med-
icine."

But because telecommunications sys
tems specifically designed for teleradi-
ology are rare, Roberson said, they ai
also expensive.

"It is simple economics. The more
people that can buy a product, the
more the unit costs go down. But it is
astronomically expensive to have a cus-
tomized project completed. If you arc
paying to customize, the meter is
running."

By having Shieh in-house, the radiol-
ogy department not only saves money,
it also gets computers specifically
designed for its needs.

"Big companies are locked into a tre-
mendous amount of long-term research
and development, meaning they can't
turn projects around quickly," Rober-
son said. "There are multiple levels of
committees, of funding, of marketing.
By the time the product gets on the
market, it is obsolete.

"We are designing systems that you
will not even be able to buy for three
or four years."

By designing the new system in
modules, the radiology department will
be able to simply pop out outdated
equipment and replace it with newer
versions.

"That way we are not locked into the
old systems. We do not have to replace
the whole thing when a better piece of
equipment comes out. Computers are
progressing so rapidly that if you are

not at the forefront, you are dead."
By offering a versatile system, Rober-

son and Shieh hope to be able to mold
their system to the financial means of
the rural hospitals. They also are seek-
ing grants and special funding arrange-
ments to further reduce the costs for
these hospitals.

"By focusing on cost-containment,
we may break the only barrier left to
teleradiology the price tag," Rober-
son said.

As one of the only centers in the
nation developing teleradiology equip-
ment, the Texas Tech University Health
Sciences Center is ensuring itself a
place in the forefront, he added.

But unlike the Fonz, who only
needed a leather jacket and a shiny
motorcycle to stay cool, the Fonz of te-
leradiology knows the next few years
will be a constant battle to stay on that
cutting edge. L

"By focusing on cost-
containment, we may

break the only barrier left
to teleradiology - the

price tag. "
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A s an impressionable childduring times of segregation,
Alwyn Barr looked beyond
the blacks and whites of a

color-coded world. Living in Austin,
Barr transcended color lines estab-
lished by a dominant white culture via
his mother who taught him the values
of embracing diversity and imparting
understanding.

Barr's mother, an active member of
the Methodist church, served on the
board of Huston-Tillotson, a college for
blacks during segregation. As a board
member she met with black educators,
doctors and lawyers, providing young
Barr with a kaleidoscopic view of
African-Americans.

From his rearing, Alwyn Barr, Ph.D.,
now a professor of history at Texas
Tech University, has seized an apprecia-
tion for the unsung hero and has inte-
grated that respect with his love for his-
tory. In turn, he has shared his views
and knowledge with others, influencing
present and future historians as well as
numerous Texas history books.

"My friends growing up in Austin saw
mainly working-class African-Americans,
but I saw middle-class people, individ-
uals dressed in suits. I believe that the
exposure instilled in me a more diverse
image of African-Americans, much
more so than my peers had during
times of segregation," he said.

While satisfying a childhood interest
in the Civil War, Barr was exposed to
two other facets of American history,
which later would become an integral
part of his research and teachings.

"I think many people with an interest
in American history start with a specific
area of attention and then it broadens.
My interests began with a curiosity
regarding the Civil War and expanded
to include the history of the South and
African-American history because of
their close relationship to the Civil
War," he said.

Barr received his bachelor's, master's
and doctoral degrees in history from
the University of Texas in 1959, 1961
and 1966, respectively. "When I was in
graduate school in the late 1960s there
really were not many courses on
African-American history. However,

Alwyn Barr is curious about the Civil War,
the American South and African-Americans.

there was a great deal of black history
within courses on the history of the
South and the Civil War," he said.

Armed with an expansive under-
standing of the Civil War and Southern
history, coupled with a sampling of
black history, Barr embarked on his
career as one of Texas' most notable
historians and educators. He began his
career at Purdue University where he
introduced that university's first black
history course.

"That was in the late '60s, at a time
when many universities did not have
courses in African-American history,
although there was an interest in the
courses because of social changes tak-
ing place," he said. "It turned out, that
within Purdue's history department, I
was the person who probably knew the
most about the subject," Barr said.

After teaching at Purdue for three
years as an assistant professor, Barr
came to Texas Tech in 1969 as an asso-
ciate professor. Quickly becoming an
integral part of the history department,
Barr again established a university's first
black history course, and he continued
teaching courses in the history of the
South, the Civil War and Reconstruc-
tion. He has continued to concentrate
on the same subject matters in his
research.

As an established historian Barr has
authored four books, all of which have
received wide acceptance by his peers.
His works include "Polignac's Texas
Brigade," "Reconstruction to Reform:
Texas Politics 1876-1906," "Black Tex-
ans: A History of Negroes in Texas
1528-1971," and "Texans in Revolt: The
Battle for San Antonio 1835."

"I think when a historian writes
about something, he or she hopes to
have something new to say. Something
that has not been written about, that is
different or provides a new insight, is
always going to be one of the attractive
possibilities in picking topics," Barr
said.

"Polignac's Texas Brigade," pub-
lished in 1964, is titled for a French
officer who commanded in a Texas bri-
gade of the Confederate Army. Polig-
nac's brigade consisted of an unusual
group of men, Barr explained.

"The tendency in writing about the
Civil War is to write about victories of a
particular unit or officer. This brigade

was made up of units, in some cases,
that had begun as cavalry and were dis-
mounted and converted to infantry.
They were not very happy about that,"
Barr said.

"Polignac's brigade is different; the
soldiers do not fit the stereotypes that
we have about the Civil War in terms of
great enthusiasm," Barr said. However,
he noted, the men of Polignac's brigade
fought several battles and showed a
reasonable amount of courage and
ability.

"Writing about this group attracted
me because they were virtually un-
known, and because they represent a
diverse and unusual background that
allowed me to explore the Civil War
from a different point of view," he said.

Barr's second book, "Reconstruction
to Reform: Texas Politics 1876-1906,"
was published in 1971. Barr said he
wrote the book because he believed no
indepth study of Texas politics had ever
been conducted for that time period.
Within the text, Barr closely examines
catalysts to political change, such as
social and economic pressures. More
specifically, "Reconstruction to Reform"
discusses interactions among various
ethnic groups and the roles they played
in bringing about the evolution of
politics in Texas.

"Most of the textbooks about Texas
history refer to the book and it is cited
as the primary study for that period,"
Barr said.

n the same vein, "Black Texans"
was the first attempt to examine
the general history of African-
Americans in Texas. "Black Tex-

ans," Barr's third book, also has widely
influenced the way history textbooks
are written in Texas.

In part "Black Texans" is an effort to
explain the link between the social
changes that occurred during the Civil
Rights movement with other historical
events. Barr said that he intended to
give readers a general history that
would shed light on the changes and
the problems that African-Americans
faced and how they tried to deal with
those problems.

"'Black Texans' really is a general his-
tory. It covers everything from African-
Americans who were with the Spanish
exploring expeditions in the 1500s all
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An early photograph of Bill Pickett, apio-
neering black cowboy, is included in Barr's
book, "Black Texans: A History of Negroes
in Texas 1528-1971. "

the way up to around 1970," he said.
According to Barr in "Black Texans,"

African-Americans arrived in Texas with
Spanish explorers about 400 years ago.
Thus, African-Americans arrived in
Texas before the first Anglo-American
population immigrating west settled in
the area.

"In some cases, blacks may have
been slaves of Spanish explorers. Slav-
ery existed in Mexico under Spanish
rule, which also included Texas. How-
ever, there are other cases where blacks
gained their freedom and played
greater roles in the Spanish expedi-
tions," Barr said.

Specifically, in "Black Texans" Barr
relates the life of "Estevan," the earliest
known African-American in Texas. Este-
van, a member of a shipwrecked expe-
dition, came to Texas in 1528 as a slave
of a Spanish officer. However, as the
party's numbers dwindled, Estevan,
who mastered Native American lan-
guages better than other members of
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the expedition, played a critical role as
a communicator with Native Americans.
Eventually, Estevan became an interpre-
ter and scout for at least one other
expedition before he was killed by
Native Americans.

Other chapters are dedicated to the
examination of free blacks prior to the
Civil War and other African-Americans
who impacted society until 1970.
"Black Texans," originally published in
1973, is expected to be republished in
the near future. The new edition will
include a short chapter covering 1970
to 1995. As in previous chapters, Barr
plans to examine the topics of politics,
legal status, economics, education and
social life of African-Americans.Barr's most recent book,

"Texans in Revolt," was
published in 1990 and
details one of many battles

that took place during the Texas Revo-
lution. The battle for San Antonio
which occurred during the months of
November and December of 1835, set
the stage for the battle at the Alamo.

"The battle of the Alamo has been
written about over and over again, but

no one has ever written anything as
long as a book about the battle for San
Antonio. Yet, the battle was obviously
of great importance if Texans had
not captured San Antonio, then there
would not have been a battle at the
Alamo," he said.

"Texans in Revolt" gives a balanced
perspective of both the Mexican and
Texas armies, describing the armies'
officers and soldiers and their goals,
Barr said. He noted that most people
have misconceptions about the size of
the Mexican and Texas armies. Accord-
ing to Barr, the Texas army was proba-
bly larger than many people realize,
while the Mexican army was probably
not as large as most people believe.

"What was especially interesting
about the Texas army in this battle was
that the army itself was very democratic.
The soldiers elected their officers and
came and went as they wanted to," Barr
said. "I suspect that it was very difficult
to be a commander in the Texas army
because of the army's democratic
nature."

Barr presents the battle for San Anto-
nio in various stages including the
accumulation of soldiers, the advances



by the Texas army, and the final pitched
battle for the town. He said a great deal
of the information in "Texans in Revolt"
originated from letters written by offic-
ers and personal memoirs of soldiers
from both the Texas and Mexican
armies.

As a historian and an educator who
disseminates information for consump-
tion by others, Barr tries to accomplish
several objectives within his books and
courses. The primary objective is
simply to help individuals understand
the events and the people involved.

When teaching a course, Barr tries to
expose students to all viewpoints of an
issue. "If I am teaching the history of
the South I try to help my students
understand the relationships between
Southerners and the rest of the world,"
he said.

In teaching a course on the Civil War,
he said he tries to relate the views of
each side, focusing on how particular
attitudes developed, what people
where trying to accomplish and why
they clashed with one another.

In his African-American history
course, Barr emphasizes the early
period of segregation and the uses of
various forms of discrimination to give
his students an understanding of why
the Civil Rights movement emerged.

According to Barr, many historians
hope to impact the ways that certain
historical events are interpreted and
written about. "Overall I hope that I
have contributed to a better under-
standing of history and have introduced
some new ideas, information and ana-
lyses. When you are cited in textbooks
and in other studies, it's reassuring," he
said.

ach of Barr's books has gar-
nered respect and notability
as evidenced through numer-
ous citations and awards.

"Reconstruction to Reform" received in
1971 the Coral Horton Tullis Memorial
Prize for the most important contribu-
tion to Texas history from the Texas
State Historical Association. Other book
awards include the LR. Bryan Jr. Award
from the Texas Gulf Coast Historical
Association in 1964 for "Polignac's Bri-
gade," and an award from the San Anto-
nio Conservation Society in 1990 for
"Texans in Revolt."

One of Barr's personal accomplish-
ments was becoming the director of
Texas Tech's Ethnic Studies Program in
1970 and later serving three non-
consecutive terms. Ethnic Studies is an
interdisciplinary minor that seeks to
increase understanding of the nature
and development of race relations and
stimulate a greater sense of dignity for
minority students. Instrumental in the
program's development, Barr received
the Sigma Delta Chi award in 1971 for
his contributions to the program.

Other notable achievements include
his receipt of the President's Excellence
in Teaching Award from Texas Tech in
1986 and the President's Academic
Achievement Award in 1991.

Barr also was recognized by a legisla-
tive resolution sponsored by Texas Rep.
Helen Giddings in 1993. The resolution
praising Barr states, "Dr. Barr has signif-
icantly raised awareness of the role
played by African-Americans in shaping
Texas' history. His contribution has pro-
foundly benefited his native state and
the nation at large. . . . be it resolved,
that the House of Representatives of the
73rd Texas Legislature hereby honors
Alwyn Barr for his outstanding contri-
butions to the study of the history of
African-Americans in Texas."

Considering all of his tributes, Barr
suggests that perhaps his greatest fulfill-
ment comes from his work as a teacher
and mentor. He has directed 20 gradu-
ate dissertations, most of which have
been related to black history, Southern
history or the Civil War.

"It has been an enjoyable experience
for me to direct the work. There have
been some very good students who
have published books, and some have
become significant historians in their
own right. Some of them have gone on
to win awards for their books, and
many of them are teaching at smaller
colleges and universities around the
state," Barr said.

Preferring to be one of the unsung
heroes he frequently writes about, Barr

with great humility - believes that
his contributions to education should
be measured by the success of his stu-
dents - a new generation of historians
who also may look beyond the black
and white accounts of bygone scholars
in search of an unexplored perspective
from a colorful past. Q

'Dr. Barr has significantly

raised awareness of the

role played by African-

Americans in shaping
Texas' history. His contri-

bution has profoundly

benefited his native state
and the nation at large....'
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Glenna Goodacre's
Defining Moments
By Kippra D. Hopper
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Top: Goodacre stands with "He Is They Are. "
Bottom and opposite page: Visitors leave
sacred objects at the dedication of "The
Vietnam Women's Memorial. "
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while most of us have
been taught not to
touch pieces of art,
Glenna Goodacre leans

on the large sculpture. "The children's
eyes need to be cleaned," she says, rub-
bing away the dirt blown in from the
adjacent cotton field. Goodacre is
embracing her own bronze, a piece
outside the Texas Tech Museum that
depicts children at play, called "Tug O'
War."

The artist is being photographed
with her sculpture on a May morning
before she receives an honorary docto-
rate from Texas Tech University. Just as
important this day, Goodacre is giving
the keynote address to more than 2,000
graduating students. She is nervous, but
she has braved a larger crowd.

An estimated 35,000 individuals
attended the dedication of Goodacre's
sculpture, the Vietnam Women's
Memorial, on both a somber and heal-
ing Veterans Day, Nov. 11, 1993, near
"The Wall" in Washington, D.C. Thou-
sands more viewed the sculpture on
the way to its final destination through-
out a 28-city, 8,000-mile whistle-stop
tour that included Lubbock, Goodacre's
birthplace and home for many years.

The heroic bronze monument
honoring the American women of the
Vietnam War is the most distinguished
public sculpture produced so far by
Goodacre during her 25 years working
in the genre. The realization of the
work is most remarkable when one
considers both the lifelong journey of
the artist and the travails of producing
public art.

"The biggest turning point in my
four years of a liberal arts education at
Colorado College came when my
sculpture professor told me I should
never sculpt, and I received a D in
sculpture," Goodacre explains. "His
discouragement was so profound, I
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never considered sculpting for 10 years.
I've always resented that one man had
such a profound influence on my
career, but perhaps the following 10
years of painting and drawing made my
transition to sculpture a natural
progression."

Continuing her training at the Art Stu-
dents League in New York, Goodacre
was determined to be a professional
and recognized artist despite
demands of a family and discrimination
toward women in art.

"Though my paintings always sold
regionally, I entered the various New
York shows to be judged by the Eastern
Art Establishment. My work was invaria-
bly rejected. Skeptically, I tried sculp-
ture," she says, noting the subject of
her first three-dimensional portrait bust
was anthropologist Curry Holden, still
displayed in the rotunda of Holden
Hall at Texas Tech. Goodacre's determi-
nation finally began yielding her
awards from the National Academy of
Design as a sculptor.

Recognizing that gender has
imparted other obstacles in her career,
Goodacre remembers, "My biggest
dealer would always say of my work,
'Not bad for a girl.' Another gallery
owner wouldn't buy a painting with a
female signature, so I began signing
just 'G. Goodacre,' and sales improved.
Also many of my subjects are women
and children, automatically secondary
material for art. I was often invited to
art shows as the token woman, an
equal opportunist."

For Goodacre, the Vietnam Women's
Memorial has tendered the most admi-
ration in her calling, yet the project also
may have presented the greatest frustra-
tion she will encounter in a public
work. The fourth sculptor to submit a
design for the Vietnam Women's
Memorial Project, Goodacre had to
satisfy three governmental committees
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Kippra D Hopper

in three years before her work finally
was approved. "That was the hard part.
One committee brought in another
artist to try to redo the composition.
I've never had that happen before. I
had no control over it. It was the com-
mittee's vote."

However, as one would expect of
Goodacre, she kept most in mind both
the honored women of the memorial
and those who had fought 11 years to
see the completion of the project.
Diane Carlson Evans, R.N., who served
in Vietnam, first conceived the idea of
the memorial in 1983. "Three sculp-
tures were rejected until my design
came along. I was definitely working
with a larger group in this project. The
sculpture was my design, but it was for
the women who served in Vietnam,"
Goodacre says.

Tenacity rendered to Goodacre the
gift of experiencing gratitude and heal-
ing a catharsis from thousands of
individuals whose lives were changed
by the Vietnam War. Approximately
11,500 American military women
served in Vietnam during the war;
nearly all volunteered. Those women in
turn helped many of the 350,000 soldi-
ers who were wounded. Sometimes
they were the last comfort for the more
than 58,000 individuals who died.

Kippra D Hopper

"There will never be
another sculpture of mine

that evokes as much emo-

tion. It is certainly the high-
light of my life. "
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"The dedication ceremony was
incredible, with the masses of people
and so many crying. They all wanted to
say something to me. They couldn't
talk, so they'd hug me, and I'd pat
them, like a mother does. They could
just say, 'Thank you,"' Goodacre says.
"It was amazing. I'll remember those
people the most. Even the men were so
pleased for the women to be memorial-
ized too. All the women had stories,
and it was a healing process for them to
have the monument.

"There will never be another sculp-
ture of mine that evokes as much emo-
tion. It is certainly the highlight of my
life," says the 55-year-old artist.

The Vietnam Women's Memorial Pro-
ject and other works of public art, by
nature, invite discourse - and criti-
cism. "The media critics have not
always been kind," Goodacre admits.
"The Los Angeles Times and the
Washington Post critics soundly
denounced the Vietnam Women's
Memorial. After I recovered from the
shock, I realized that these were only
two opinions among the literally thou-
sands of accolades. The gratitude of the
veterans far overshadowed the critics."
Poignantly, she then remembers the
sacred articles placed at the memorial:
letters, photographs, berets and
helmets, MIA bracelets, purple heart
medals, poems, a wedding ring ... a
funeral flag.

npretentious and certain,
Goodacre is passionate
about the virtue of such

public art endeavors. "The people I did
the sculpture for are who matter. It's
there on the Mall, and when we're all
dead and gone and our great grand-
children are old, it's still going to be
there. From my small corner of the
world, I like to do public sculpture that
people can identify with, art that's
personal."

Since her first trip to Europe in 1956
when she observed Michelangelo's
sculptures, and during six subsequent
visits, Goodacre has nurtured her love
for the subject of people.

"The obvious reason I love to go to
Europe is that art is everywhere. I love
public art simply because I love seeing
it," she says. "I'm intrigued by people,
so I think others are too. I'm interested
in the composition, the pose, the ges-
ture, the overall effect. I work for the
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image to draw people in so that they
want to look closer, think about it, stop,
study it and remember it because we're
that type of animal. We're curious."

From her own spirited nature, Good-
acre extends herself and her work,
always from the tradition of figurative
sculpture. In the permanent medium of
bronze, she manifests an appreciation
of the old masters, her "dead heroes,"
such as Michelangelo, Rodin, Bemini
and Carpeaux.

"I've met or studied all the
people I've sculpted, and
I've learned from them -
I've tried to absorb their
greatness, their struggles,

their successes and

failures. "

"To be influenced and humbled by
the old masters is very important to me,
but the influences are not a past tense
thing," she explains. "I was in Cairo
recently, and I loved seeing the Egyp-
tian art. I think I've done some pretty
good sized pieces, but I haven't. When
you see a 60-foot Ramses that was done
in 3000 B.C., it's awesome. It opened
my eyes to a stereotyped figure and the
way they were placed. All those figures
meant something, they were all an
illustration to the people of the time. If
the man was the pharaoh, they made
him big and did him over and over.

"My point is that in any profession,
you should continue to grow. With
each piece I do, I learn something, and
I hope I progress. With my sculpture, I
redo a child's eyes 15 times until I get
them just right. It's an ongoing process.
When does an artist stop learning?"

Education oftentimes calls for medi-
tation, an examination of what one has
reached. Last year the Museum of Texas
Tech exhibited the collective works of
the first 25 years of artistic growth for
Goodacre in a retrospective of 160
sculptures.

At no other time had so many pieces
by Goodacre been assembled in one
exhibition. Her work is in public, cor-
porate and museum collections

throughout the United States and in
many other countries. She has shown
her sculptures throughout the world
and has won awards from such organi-
zations as the National Sculpture
Society, Allied Artists of America, and
the National Academy of Design in New
York City. Her public works include the
Walk of Texas Heroes at Sea World in
San Antonio, "Philosopher's Rock" in
Austin and the Texas Instruments
founders in Dallas.

Point out to Goodacre that her work
generally represents four themes -
Native Americans, children, monuments
and portraits and she gently asserts
that each of those superficial categories
pertain to people.

"I do figurative portraits. They are
realistic figures, and I've done that all
my life. I've never varied. I like people,
and I sculpt them as I see them. I look
for different ethnic types to keep it
interesting and to see variations," she
says.

"Each person I've sculpted has hope-
fully added to my character - from the
innocent children to the military fig-
ures, scientists and historians. The
women who served during the Vietnam
era were forgotten heroes. Their stories
were horrifying but their courage
admirable," she says. "I've met or stu-
died all the people I've sculpted, and
I've learned from them I've tried to
absorb their greatness, their struggles,
their successes and failures."

' s for the next 25 years,
Goodacre says she will con-
tinue to live in the artist

community of Santa Fe, N.M., her home
since 1983, working with her three-
person staff, sculpting who and what
she chooses.

"I'm now in the position of not hav-
ing to accept all commissions. My time
is my own. I don't feel so pressured,"
she says. "I am not a starving artist
that is a great measure of success."

Leaving the Museum, Goodacre
pauses to contemplate her fortune and
the honorary degree she is accepting.
She ponders her earlier tribute of the
dedication of the Vietnam Women's
Memorial. The night before that cere-
mony, she wanted one last, quiet
moment with her sculpture. But even at
midnight, people were there holding
candles in the dark touching what
Glenna Goodacre has given them. Q



PERSPECTIVES

A Loss of Words By Carole J. Young, M.S.

For a growing number of peo-ple, the use of electronic
technology has become an
integral component of the

workplace, if not life in general. From
the point of view of an academic pub-
lisher, computer technology has made
certain aspects of publishing more effi-
cient, less costly, and more expedient,
but there is a hidden cost that may not
become apparent for years.

This cost is the loss of information in
the process of writing and publishing.
Ironically, the advent of word process-
ing, which makes the process of writing
easier, also is obliterating the record of
how that piece was written.

As recently as 10 years ago, the
majority of manuscripts that were sub-
mitted to the Texas Tech University
Press were produced on a typewriter, a
few were handwritten, and even fewer
were produced with a word processing
program on a computer. The basic pro-
cess by which the manuscript was con-
verted into a book had changed little
from the beginning of the century.

Once a manuscript was selected for
publication, having passed through the
scholarly review and revision stage, it
was copyedited, queried and returned
to the author for approval. Corrections
and comments were marked on the
manuscript and new material and re-
written paragraphs were attached to the
original. The manuscript then was
marked for the typesetter. The typeset-
ter re-keyed the entire manuscript and
produced a text in a continuous form,
called a galley.

The galley was returned to the press
and the author to check for any typo-
graphical errors. Corrected galleys then
were returned to the typesetter to break
this continuous text into book-length
pages, called page proofs. These proofs
were checked by the press and author,
corrections marked, and pages returned
to the typesetter to produce second
page proofs. These proofs made the
same loop as before. The pages then

were ready to be sent to the printer.
The printer photographed these pages
to create plates from which the book is
printed. All proofs and marked up
manuscripts were retained by the press
for about a year after the book was pub-
lished and later returned to the author.

Escalating costs impelled many
presses to find ways to become more
efficient. One of the first significant
cost-saving methods employed was to
provide the typesetter with electronic
files, thereby saving the time and
expense of re-keying a manuscript. This
process also cuts down on the number
of typographical errors, which means
further savings in later stages. Within
five years, Texas Tech University Press

made the transition to requiring all
manuscripts be submitted both as an
electronic file and a paper copy.

We are not alone in this transition.
Most university presses now require
authors to submit manuscripts on disk
and most copy editing and production
marking is done electronically. Many
presses are doing their own typesetting,
and some have even made the leap to
sending electronic files directly to the
printer, eliminating yet another step in
the process. All of these changes to the
traditional procedure save us both time
and labor expense.

Where is information being lost? A
record is not being retained of the way
the manuscript has changed from
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"The details give direct

insight into the process of

writing, and this informa-

tion is in jeopardy of

becoming lost. "

when it was originally written to when
it is finally published. Or at best the
record is incomplete. Why then should
we be concerned about this loss?

One of the journals published by the
Texas Tech University Press is Conradi-
ana. The journal articles are all related
to Joseph Conrad (other authors of sim-
ilar stature have journals devoted to
their study). Among the topics covered
in recent articles are an examination of
the influence of romanticism in Con-
rad's works, his use of various literary
devices, and a discussion of the con-
nection between Conrad and Henry
James. Articles germane to this discus-
sion are those that examine and com-
pare not only the various stages of a
manuscript, but also different editions
of the same work.

By examining various drafts of a
manuscript, scholars can observe the
evolution of a work and gain some
understanding of how Conrad wrote.
For example, marginal notes can clarify
Conrad's intent, show the influence of
an earlier critic, or indicate why a spe-
cific alteration was made. A comparison
of the manuscript, proofs and editions
can show whether a change was a typo-
graphical error or whether Conrad
made the change intentionally and
when. This is vital information for scho-
lars studying Conrad or other authors.
But it extends further; by studying the
process we begin to understand the
methodology of writing, in turn making
us better writers.

Under the old system, copyeditor
and author's changes to a manuscript
and typesetting errors were easily iden-
tifiable. Places where the editor and
copy editor disagreed were recorded,
with the author's justification for why a
particular change was not appropriate
being noted directly on the manuscript.
This sort of record is invaluable for
scholars studying these authors. The
details give direct insight into the pro-
cess of writing, and this information is
in jeopardy of becoming lost.

Copyediting programs allow us to
imbed footnoted queries to the author,
make certain changes (for example,
correct spelling mistakes) without ever
pointing them out to the author, and
indicate where more substantial
changes have occurred. At Texas Tech
University Press we generate a paper
copy for the author to read and proof at
this point, but other presses send the

copyedited electronic files back to the
author to input changes. When the
author returns the copy, the copy editor
reviews any changes or corrections and
hits the "accept" button and the revi-
sion automatically replaces the original.
If the author disagrees and the copy
editor accepts the author's reasons, the
revision is not accepted and is automat-
ically deleted. Queries are deleted as
they are answered. In some instances
the entire process can happen electron-
ically via e-mail and no paper copy
exists.

Some changes to the manuscript still
are tracked in page proofs because the
changes tend to be more costly.
Changes requested by the author other
than typographical errors in page proof
are typically charged to the author and
thus a fairly close record of those
charges are kept. Few of our authors
however request any of the original
material (except for illustrative mate-
rial) or proofs be returned to them after
the book is published. If the author
does not want old text returned, we
recycle anything we can. Although most
of these changes in the procedure help
to speed up the publishing process as
well as save money (in postage, paper
and labor costs) and are more efficient,
the documentation of how the manus-
cript evolved is becoming lost.

I do not advocate that we return to
the traditional methods of book pub-
lishing. Without doubt the changes to
the process have allowed presses to be
more efficient and far more cost effec-
tive. But it is also true that this has
come at a cost that may not become
apparent for years. Many university
presses publish first-time authors, and
who among us can predict who may be
the next Conrad or Faulkner or Austen
early in their careers? At a recent gather-
ing of representatives of university
presses I asked several directors and
editors about this situation. As scholarly
publishers we recognize the problem
and deplore the loss of any informa-
tion. The scholarly community and the
presses must take care to preserve the
writing and editing process by record-
ing the changes we make within text.
Sometimes, even the minutia lends the
greatest knowledge. Q

Carolef Young MS., is the director of
Texas Tech University Press. She holds
degrees in biology and zoology.
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CAMPUS SCENES

Inside Back Cover -A stainless steel globe,
12 feet in diameter, symbolizes the mission
of the new Texas Tech University Interna-
tional Cultural Center. The center, which
houses the Office of International Affairs,
will serve as a focal point and central
location for international activities for the
university and the city of Lubbock. The
globe, one of only four in existence, was
funded through a $92,000 gift from the
Lubbock Osteopathic Fund Inc. (Photo by
Artie Limmer)

Back Cover - John T. Montford, J.D., and
his wife, Debbie, became the first family
of Texas Tech University and Texas Tech
University Health Sciences Center when he
assumed the chancellorship on Aug. 20.
Montford, longtime Texas senator, was
selected by the Texas Tech Board of Regents
as the first chancellor of the institutions to
begin a new era of positioning Texas Tech
for world-class stature in the 21st century.
(See viewpoint Page 6.) (Photo by Artie
Limmer)
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